Lesson 15
15.1

Introduction to Dhatu-Pat.ha

A word standing alone expresses a universal: in a sentence it refers to a particular,
and its meaning is restricted according to the context. A word is thus given many
meanings in the dictionary: the particular meaning is selected according to the
context in which it is used.
Nouns, which name things, `freeze' an aspect of the activity of a dhatu whereas
verbs, which express the activity of a sentence, derive directly from the dhatu. A
dhatu is therefore the most universal element of all words and the Dhatu-Pat.ha
is a dhatu dictionary, as it were: it provides a sense of the underlying meaning of
the dhatu | usually in just one word!
The Dhatu-Pat.ha (lit. `Recitation of Roots') also encodes a wealth of grammatical
information about the conjugation of verbs and the formation of nouns derived from
each dhatu: much of this information will not be used at this stage of the study.
This lesson is concerned with extracting the artha, or `meaning', of each dhatu
from the Dhatu-Pat.ha, and its application in the study of the scriptures.

15.2

The Contents Page

This lists the ten gan.a, or classes of dhatu conjugation. Each gan.a is named
after the rst dhatu in its section: for example, the rst is Bva.a.a.d:ga.N+ , which word
p
is formed from bhu-adi-gan.a, the class beginning with bhu, where adi means
`beginning with'.
The eleventh class, k*:NqW *.a.a.d:ga.N+ , is a class of dhatu derived from nouns, i.e. names
that have come to be used as verbs. As an example of this class in the dictionary,
see 2. Payasya in 586a, where `Nom.' is the abbreviation for `Nominal Verb'. (Note:
`Nominal' is the adjectival form of `noun', and here means `derived from a noun'.)
The immediate utility of this page is that it connects the dictionary classi cation,
e.g. cl.1, with that used in the Index, i.e. Bva.+@.
Note that this publication makes use of alternate character forms to those we have
been using in this course (see section 9.A.2) and since the page numbers are also in
devanagar, note the numeral forms used (especially for 8 and 9).
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The Text Body

Turn to the rst page of the body of the Dhatu-Pat.ha: after the heading the rest
of the page, and subsequent pages, are divided into two columns. In the lefthand
column the rst entry is:
BU+

sa<a.aya.am,+|

This is the rst dhatu (bhu) together with its artha, or `meaning', (sattayam).
Following this are a few lines of technical information which may be ignored, and
the next entry is:
O:D+

vxa:*E+|

and so on. Note the layout which gives the dhatu and artha in two columns: there
may be more than one dhatu in the rst column, and the artha may spread over
more than one line. For example, a little lower down is the entry:
na.a.Tx+ , na.aDx+
ya.aXa.ea.pa.ta.a.pEa aya.R+ YY.Za.+HSu+|

giving both dhatu the same artha.
In the Dhatu-Pat.ha each dhatu usually has an extra syllable appended to the end
of it, and sometimes one appended before it: for example, the above four appear
in the dictionary as BU+ O:D,+ na.a.T,+ and na.aD,+ . These extra syllables are called
anubandha (lit. `bound along with'), and encode further grammatical information
which is not now required: our interest at this stage is in the basic dhatu and its
artha.
The artha is generally expressed in saptam vibhakti, which may be translated
as `in the sense of'. For example, the dhatu edh (to prosper, increase, become
happy grow strong { mw231c) is used `in the sense of v.rddhi (growth, success,
fortune, etc. | mw1011a)'. Thus all words derived from this dhatu have this sense
of expansive good fortune | a sense that may be overlooked in some of the English
words o ered in translation.
Where the artha is a single word, the eka-vacana form is used when two words
(formed into a samasa), the dvi-vacana form and when three or more words, the
bahu-vacana form. When the artha has two or more words, the compound formed
is an itaretara dvandva samasa (see 11.B.1), forming a simple list of words which,
not compounded, would be expressed in the same vibhakti and be joined together
with c+ (and). In this type of samasa only the last word of the compound takes a
vibhakti ending the others remain in their pratipadika form.
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To get back to the pratipadika form as listed in the dictionary, use the following:
(a) eka-vacana endings have six forms:
for an ending in -e, read -a,
for an ending in -ayam, read -a,
for an ending in -yam, read -i,
for an ending in -au, read -i,
for an ending in -i, remove -i (i.e. ends in halanta vya~njana),
for an ending in -uvi, read -u,
(b) dvi-vacana samasa end in -yoh., which is removed,
(c) bahu-vacana samasa end in s.u,
for those ending in -es.u, read -a,
in other cases simply remove the -s.u.
The itaretara dvandva samasa will generally not be found in the dictionary as
one would expect to nd a samasa listed, instead the words will need to be looked
up separately. This is straightforward enough: simply start at the left and nd the
word in the dictionary that uses most syllables assume that is the rst word, and
then repeat the process with the following syllables | but do remember that sandhi
rules apply at the junction of words.
Some entries in the Dhatu-Pat.ha di er from the common format of dhatu and
artha illustrated above. For example, when the artha is given as two separate
words, both in saptam vibhakti, then the rst of the pair is a vises.an.a. The last
entry on the rst page is of this type:
[a.d

Av.ya.\e .Za.b.de|

Here the dhatu hrad (to delight or refresh { mw1307c) is used `in the sense
of unmanifest (avyakta { mw111b) sound (sabda { mw1052b)'. The quality of
happiness and refreshment referred to, is thus that which comes from within, from
the stillness of unmanifest sound, and not that happiness and refreshment that
comes from without, i.e. through the senses | here we have a subtlety of meaning
that is not at all obvious from the English translation.
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The interpretation of other variations in the format is described:
(a) When the dhatu is followed by c+ ( = and, also), then this has
the same artha as the previous dhatu.
(b) When the artha is given as a word followed by c+ , then the
artha for that dhatu is that word together with the artha of
the previous dhatu.
(c) When the artha is followed by na.eacya.te+ , it means that this artha
is not given elsewhere in the Dhatu-Pat.ha.
(na.eacya.te+ = n+ - o*cya.te+ = not spoken, i.e. not mentioned elsewhere.)

(d) When the artha is followed I*tyeake (= I*a.t+ - Oke = thus in one)
or I*tyanye+ (= I*a.t+ - A:nye+ = thus in another), this refers to artha
given in di erent versions of the Dhatu-Pat.ha as handed down,
and are comments by the compiler of this edition.
(e) Where the artha is given as a samasa ending in ATa.R+H
(prathama bahu-vacana of ATR+ bahu-vacana because the
artha applies to several dhatu), then ` ATa.R+H ' may be translated
as `for the purpose of', i.e. expressing motive.
For example, dhatu kr*:T,+ has the artha a.hM:sa.a.Ta.R+H ( a.hM:sa.+ = injury,
harm { mw1297c), and may be construed as `for the sake of
(causing) injury', or `with the aim of harming'.
(f) Some entries have an unusual format, enclosed by purn.avirama
({ ) and may have the order of dhatu and artha reversed: these
dhatu have a special meaning when they are ,ama.t,+ causatives
(treated as having an I*t,+ m,+ which prevents the normal
lengthening of A in the causative).

15.4

The Index

In the body of the Dhatu-Pat.ha the dhatu are grouped together according to
common grammatical features of their development into words. This ordering is not
at all helpful in seeking the entry for the dhatu. Fortunately the Dhatu-Pat.ha
includes an index listing the dhatu in alphabetical order and indicating where each
dhatu is listed in the body. The index also provides more grammatical information,
some of which is helpful in nding the correct dhatu.
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The index starts on page 53: each page is divided into two columns, so that a dhatu
together with its grammatical information is listed on one line, in fact, one row of
tabulated data, six columns wide. These columns, from left to right, provide the
following information:
(a) The dhatu together with its anubandha: the index is ordered
alphabetically according to this column.
(b) The gan.a to which the dhatu belongs: this column has just the
rst syllable of the gan.a, which is shown in full on the contents
page.
(c) The bhas.a (= speech synonymous with pada used in this
course), which may be atmane-bhas.a, parasmai-bhas.a, or
ubhayato-bhas.a (= both, i.e. atmane and parasmai ).
(d) Whether the dhatu is sea.f, (= s+ - I*f,, accepts augment I in its
expansion), or Aana.f, (= A:n,+ - I*f,, does not do so): this may be
ignored at this stage.
(e) The page number on which the dhatu together with its artha
may be found.
(f) The column on that page where it may be found.




The rst entry of the index shows that the dhatu A:k (with its anubandha)
belongs to Bva.a.a.d:ga.N+ , is :pa=smE+ - Ba.a.Sa.+, and may be found on page 17 column 1, as:
A:k , A:g+
ku*:a.fl*.aya.M+ ga.ta.E+|
Note that the index has two entries for dhatu A:k, with di erent anubandha
vowels (i.e. A:k and Aak ), whereas the dictionary lists only one dhatu A:k,.
Where the dhatu has more than one entry in the index, do make use of the
information given in the dictionary immediately after the dhatu heading word:
this information gives the class (gan.a) and bhas.a of the dhatu (see (b) and
(c) above) for example, `cl. 1 A# .' means class 1 (bhvadi-gan.a) and atmanebhas.a `cl. 4 P.' means divadi-gan.a parasmai-bhas.a, etc. (the table of contents
in the Dhatu-Pat.ha gives the order of the gan.a). Where the dictionary gives both
bhas.a, as `P. A# .', this is the equivalent of ubhayato-bhas.a in the Dhatu-Pat.ha.
At the end of the index, on page 99, is an Addendum listing entries that had been
omitted from the main index.
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15.5

Dhatu Spelling Changes

The spelling of the dhatu may di er from that given in the dictionary:
(a) An initial s,+ may be spelt here with an initial :S,+.
p
p
E.g. sUa0+ ,asa.v,+ listed as a.Sa.vu+  o*.pa.ana.Sa.d, sa.d, as :Sa.dw.
(b) An initial n,+ may be spelt here with an initial :N,+.
p
p
E.g. na.a.d na.d, listed as :Na.d  na.a.l na.a.l, as :Na.a.l.
(c) When the dhatu has a nal I as an anubandha, it may require
the insertion of a nasal after the vowel of the dhatu.
p
p
E.g. Aanand nand, listed as  qu ] na.a.d  mua.Nq*k mua.Nq, as mua.aq .
These spelling changes may also be combined, as in anand+
the Dhatu-Pat.ha as a.Na.a.d .

p anand, which is listed in

(Those seeking the technical reasons behind these changes should consult the
commentaries to Pan.ini 6.1.64, 6.1.65, and 7.1.58 respectively.)

15.6

Illustrations of Dhatu-Pat.ha Use

The dhatu for each word of the previous exercise of Dictionary Practice (section
14.6) will be used as a practical demonstration in the use of the Dhatu-Pat.ha: the
dhatu is located in the index, then its artha found in the body, and nally the
artha is examined in the dictionary.
(1)

mw758a

p Ba.+ 1.bh, cl.3. P. . . . to fear, be afraid of

Dh.P. Index:  ,aV+ ] Ba.+ .ju+@ :p+@ A@ 26 1
Dh.P. Body: ,aVaBa.+ Baye+|
p
mw747a Bay+ bhaya n. ( bh ) fear, alarm, dread . . .
Notes: This dhatu has its anubandha syllable placed in front of it: in the
index this is enclosed in square brackets so that the dhatu Ba.+ may be found
in alphabetical order. The class (juhotyadi-gan.a) and bhas.a agree with the
information provided in the dictionary, so the dhatu entry ,aVaBa.+ is sought in
the Dhatu-Pat.ha body in the rst column of page 26: it is the second entry.
The notes in section 15.3 may be used to `remove' the vibhakti from the artha
(although this declension should be familiar), and the remaining word in its
pratipadika form is looked up in the dictionary. In this case the given artha
is itself derived from the dhatu being examined, and thus provides no further
insight into the sense of the dhatu than that provided by the dictionary entry.
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p :pX+ pr, cl.9 P. . . . to ll . . . to sate, cherish, nourish
.

Dh.P. Index: :pX+ ^
r *:+@ :p+@ se+@ 39 1
Dh.P. Body: :pX+ :pa.a.l*na.pUa=*Naya.e+H |
mw623a Palana mf(#$)n. guarding, nourishing . . . n. the act of guarding,
protecting, nourishing, defending . . .
mw642a Puran.a mf(#$)n. lling, completing, satisfying . . . m. `completer' . . .
n. the act of lling or lling up.
Notes: The index has three entries for dhatu :pX+ , so the class (kryadi-gan.a)
and bhas.a information from the dictionary is used to select the correct one.
The dhatu with its artha are in fact at the top of the second column of
page 39: there are a number of such errors, so beware! The vibhakti ending
of the artha is the dvi-vacana form (see section 15.3), so we can expect to
look up two words in the dictionary. As nouns (which is the sense here), both
words end in `-na' (with or without sandhi changes) | this is a common neuter
sux usually meaning `the act of . . . ', and is given as such in the dictionary
translation.
The artha palana adds the sense of `nourishing' to the ` lling up' of puran.a
(which itself derives from the dhatu pr. ). This gives a bene cial aspect to the
dhatu: it is not to ll to the point of bloatedness, nor is it to ll with rubbish,
but the sense is of generous abundance.
p
# . . . . to take, bear, carry
(3) mw1302a .` 1.hr.i, cl.1. P.A
Dh.P. Index: .`V,+ Bva.+@ o@ A@ 20 1
Dh.P. Body: .`V,+ .h:=*Ne+|
mw1289a Haran.a mf(#a or #$)n. carrying, holding, containing . . . n. the act of
carrying or bringing or fetching.
Notes: The gan.a and bhas.a are used to select the dhatu entry.
p k*.}p,+ kamp, cl.1.A# . . . . to tremble, shake.
(4) mw252b
Dh.P. Index: k*:a.p+ Bva.+@ A+@ se+@ 8 2
Dh.P. Body: k*:a.p+ ca.l*ne+|
mw391b Calana, mf(#a)n. moving, movable, tremulous . . . n. shaking motion,
shaking, trembling.
Notes: If the dhatu is not found at its expected place in the alphabetical order
in the index, nor in the Addendum, then check for applicable dhatu spelling
changes (see section 15.5): the third rule applies here.
(5a) mw395b

p aca.t,+ 4.cit, cl.1 . . . to perceive, x the mid upon, attend to . . .

Dh.P. Index:

aca.ta.+ Bva.+@ :p+@ se+@ 2 1
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Dh.P. Body: aca.ta.+ saV]a.ane+|
mw1133c Sam
. -j~nana mf(#$)n. producing harmony . . . n. unanimity, harmony
with . . . consciousness . . . right perception
Notes: Again, the gan.a is used to select the entry in the index.
Observe the aspect of harmony and unity provided by the artha: there is no
passion or ulterior motive in the perception or attention of the dhatu cit.

(5b) mw300c

p kx 1.kri . . . cl.2. P. . . . to do, make, perform, accomplish.
.

Dh.P Index:  qu ] kx*.V,+ t+@ o@ A@ 38 2
Dh.P. Body: qu*kx*.V,+ k*.=*Ne+|
mw254a Karan.a mf(#a)n. doing, making, e ecting, causing . . . m. a helper,
companion . . . n. the act of making, doing, producing, e ecting, . . .
Notes: The dictionary entry for this dhatu is quite lengthy: reading through
the rst column of page 301, it also gives `cl.1. P.' and `cl.5. P.' as well as `cl.8
(this is the usual formation in the Br#ahman.as, S#utras, and in classical Sanskrit)'.
The Dhatu-Pat.ha does not list a class 2 dhatu kx , hence the return to
the dictionary for more information. In practice the cl.5 dhatu should also
be examined, but its artha a.hM:sa.aya.am,+ , meaning `in the sense of injury' is
inappropriate to the original word that led us to the dhatu in the rst place.

(5c)

mw963b

p a.va.d, 1.vid, cl.2. P. . . . to know, understand, perceive, learn . . .

Dh.P. Index: a.va.d A@ :p+@ se+@ 25 1
Dh.P. Body: a.va.d :]a.ane+|
mw426a J~nana n. knowing, becoming acquainted with, knowledge . . .
Notes: The gan.a and bhas.a given in the dictionary are used to choose among
the ve entries in the index for dhatu a.va.d, .
p
# . . . . to think, believe, imagine.
(6) mw783a man,+ man, cl.8.4. A
Dh.P. Index: man+ a.d@ A+@ A@ 29 2 and manu+ t+@ A+@ se+@ 38 2
Dh.P. Body: man+ :]a.ane+| and manu+ Ava.ba.eaDane+|
mw426a J~nana n. knowing, becoming acquainted with, knowledge . . .
mw101b Ava-bodhana, n. informing, teaching, instruction.
Notes: Since the dictionary gives two classes for this dhatu and both are
listed in the index, the artha for both need to be examined. In fact, given
the original word that led to the dhatu, and which was to do with pride, both
artha seem applicable: one to the opinion held in the mind, and the other to
the expression of that opinion in word or deed (thus informing others).
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Study of the Scriptures

Since most scriptures are available in translation, it would be a pointless exercise to
apply the dictionary and Dhatu-Pat.ha to merely con rm the translation in fact,
all translations are signi cantly awed by two factors: the rst is the translator's
level of understanding of the subject (in respect of the scriptures that means spiritual
understanding) and his ability to express that understanding in another language
secondly, the student (the reader of the translation) has his own limited associations
with the words in his native tongue. These sources of error and misunderstanding are
minimized by studying the scriptures in the original language, and, through tracing
the etymology of each word to its nest, most universal source, thereby overcoming
the limitations that the individual has with particular words and ideas.
The translations are helpful in selecting a passage for study, and to con rm that the
correct word is being traced through the dictionary. After this preparatory work
with the dictionary and Dhatu-Pat.ha, the passage is considered in relation to the
section of scripture in which it occurs, in relation to the scripture as a whole, in
relation to the entire Veda: the mind is thus turned towards the spiritual world,
and slowly trained to view all of life in terms of that spiritual world. It does take
practice before realising that the scriptural texts can only be understood through
contemplation and meditation.
As an illustration of this method of study, let us examine a verse from the Bhagavad
Gta: Chapter 10 Verse 33 is selected simply because it has some words and concepts
introduced in this course. It is an extract from Sr Kr. s.n.a's response to Arjuna's
asking for details of His Glory and powers the rst line of the verse is:
A:a=*a.Na.amak*:a=*e+Y.;asm+
/ / /

n H sa.ama.a.asak*.~y+ c+|

Of letters I am the letter A I am the copulative of compound words.
At rst glance, this statement does not appear to be at all profound or have
any spiritual associations whatsoever, but nonetheless we pursue it through the
dictionary and Dhatu-Pat.ha to see what may be discovered.
Removing the sandhi from this line, we have:
A:a=*a.Na.am,+ A:k*:a=H A ;/asm+
//

n H sa.ama.a.asak*.~y+ c+|

| s.as.t.h bahu-vacana of A: a= .
mw3b A: a= a-kshara mfn. imperishable . . . n. a syllable, letter, vowel, sound, word.
mw1a A 3.a a pre x having a negative or privative or contrary sense.
A:a=*a.Na.am,+
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mw327a Ks.ara mfn. melting away, perishable m. a cloud n. water the body.
p
mw327a a=, ks.ar, cl.1. P. to ow, stream, glide to melt away, wane, perish . . .

Dh.P. a= Bva.+@ :p+@ se+@ 18 2| a= sa|a.l*ne+|
mw1132a Sam
. -calana n. moving about, agitation, trembling, shaking.

| prathama eka-vacana of A:k*:a= .
mw1a A -kara m. the letter or sound a. (see beginning of Lesson 3.A).
p
mw274b k*:a= 1.kara mf(#$)n. 1.kr.i . . . making, doing, working . . . m. (ifc.) an act,
action the term used in designating a letter or sound or indeclinable word . . .
p
mw300c kx 1.kr.i . . . cl.2. P. . . . to do, make, perform, accomplish
Dh.P.  qu ] kx*.V,+ t+@ o@ A@ 38 2| qu*kx*.V,+ k*.=*Ne+|
mw254a Karan.a mf(#$)n. doing, making, e ecting, causing . . . m. a helper, companion . . . n. the act of making, doing, producing, e ecting . . .
A:k*:a=H

p

| eka-vacana uttama-purus.a lat. (present indicative) of as = `I am'.
p
mw117a A:s,+ 1.as cl.2. P. to be, live, exist, be present. . .
Dh.P. A:s+ A@ :p+@ se+@ 25 1| A:s+ Bua.a.v+|
mw760c 2.Bhu mfn. becoming, being, existing . . . f. the act of becoming or arising
the place of being, space, world or universe.

A asm+
;// / 

| prathama eka-vacana of }n} .
mw503b }M } n. a couple, male and female . . . m. a copulative compound (or any
compound in which the members if uncompounded would be in the same case and
connected by the conjunction `and').
mw503b } original stem of dvi.
mw504c a} two.

}n}H

| s.as.t.h eka-vacana of sa.ama.a.,asak .
mw1206b sa.ama.a.,asak mf(#$)n. (from sam-asa ), comprehensive, concise, succinct,
brief relating to or belonging to a compound word m. or n. a compound word,
Bhag.
mw1152a sam,+ 2.sam ind. (connected with 7.sa and 2.sama ), with, together with,
along with, altogether.
mw1152a sam+ 2.sama mf(#a)n. even, smooth . . . same, equal, similar like, equivalent,
like to or identical or homogeneous with . . .
mw1111b s+ 7.sa ind. expressing `junction', `conjunction' . . . `similarity', `equality'
. . . `having the same'.
mw159c 1.Asa m. seat.
p
mw159c Aas,+ 2.as to sit quietly, abide, remain.
Dh.P. Aas+ A@ A+@ se+@ 23 1| Aas+ o*.pa.vea.Zane+|
sa.ama.a.asak*.~y+
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Upa-vesana n. the act of sitting down, a seat the being devoted to or

engaged in.

c+ | avyaya c+ .

mw380a

c+

2. ca ind. and, both, also, moreover, as well as . . .

Re ections: The following personal re ections are o ered as illustrative of this
process of study: they are neither right nor wrong, neither good nor bad they
are simply what were presented to the mind in considering the passage.
In all languages the rst letter of the alphabet is A. The primacy of its position
at the head of the alphabet re ects its role as the source of the whole alphabet.
In Sanskrit this is easy to demonstrate: the gure given in 1.A.6 summarizes the
core role of A in forming all the vowels and from the ve mouth positions of these
vowels, are derived all the consonants. All words are formed from sound, and all
sounds are derived from A  they are all but a modi ed form of that A , which is
their source and support.
In responding to Arjuna's question, K.rs.n.a gives many examples of being the
foremost of several classes, and here the illustration is being the A of letters. Here
the allusion is also to Consciousness as being the underlying Source and Support of
p
the manifest creation ( asa bhuvi, `in this world').
The sounds of the alphabet are imperishable (aks.ara): they may be manifest, they
may change, they may be unmanifest, but are not subject to absolute destruction.
If the sounds of the alphabet are imperishable, how then does one describe their
source and support, the ever-present A ? This may be understood as referring to
the immutable Consciousness underlying the whole creation.
The mark of the dvandva samasa is that there is an equality between the
joined elements, and each retain its individuality (see 11.B.1). Giving this as the
foremost of the samasa | where there is no di erence in importance between the
elements | places the emphasis on that which links them together. By analogy it
is Consciousness that underlies the ever-changing variety of creation, holding it all
together as one, yet allowing the elements to retain their individuality.
By way of illustration, the attention at the moment is on the words on this page,
on their signi cance and meaning. But what of the letters which form the words?
Or the ink that forms the letters? And what about the paper that holds the ink in
place? The plain white paper, which is taken for granted, is like Consciousness and
all the words, which are deemed important and interesting, are like creation.
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Study Practice

15.8

As a practice in using the dictionary and Dhatu-Pat.ha in studying the scriptures,
the other half of this verse from the Bhagavad Gta is o ered, together with its
grammatical division down to the pratipadika level.
Examine each word in the dictionary, tracing it to its dhatu where possible, then
nd the artha in the Dhatu-Pat.ha, and examine those words in the dictionary.

Having done this mechanical work, consider the passage in a universal or spiritual
sense, and write down what is presented to the mind. There are no right or wrong
answers here, so do not look for clever results: the exercise is one of stretching the
mind to larger issues than those that daily life normally o ers. There is no rush
with this part of the exercise: let the scripture come to mind over a period of a week
or so, and then write down your understanding in clear readable English. As with
all exercise, a little performed regularly has the greatest bene t in the long term.
A h:mea.va.aay+H k*:a.l*.e+ Da.a.ta.a.hM a.vaa.ta.eamua.K+H{

I am verily Time inexhaustible I am the Dispenser facing everywhere.

Removing the sandhi from this line, we have:
A h:m,+ O *v+ A:ay+H k*:a.lH Da.a.ta.+ A h:m,+ a.vaa.ta.eamua.K+H{

prathama eka-vacana of personal pronoun `I'.
avyaya = verily, indeed.
prathama eka-vacana of aks.aya = inexhaustible.
prathama eka-vacana of k*:a.l = time.

Ah:m,+ |
O*v+ |
A: ay+H |
k*:a.lH |

Note: from the information given in the dictionary, it is not possible to select which
of the entries in the Dhatu-Pat.ha index is the correct one: one needs to examine
the artha for the three possibilities and compare that with the meaning given in
the dictionary. (The last entry is the most appropriate.)
Da.a.ta.+ | prathama eka-vacana of dhatr. = dispenser.
a.va a.ta.eamua.K+H | prathama eka-vacana of vi
svatomukha = facing everywhere.
Note: the verb A;/asm+
/ /  used in the rst line of this verse, is implied here.

